Readings

Resources

Podcast on AI
How to design AI that eliminates disability bias
How to design AI that eliminates disability bias
CSS Specificity: Things You Should Know - Ned
CSS Specificity Wars - Justin
The CSS Cascade - Justin
Building Multi-Directional Layouts - Ned
Co-designing Inclusive Cities
Co-designing Inclusive Cities Stories
Intro to ARIA -- A11ycasts #13
Why do semantics matter?
WebAIM
Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA) 1.1
WAI-ARIA Authoring Practices 1.1
Using ARIA
ARIA in HTML
https://github.com/vuejs/eslint-plugin-vue/issues/279
https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/codebasics#_formatting
https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/codebasics#_indentation

Web Foundations

- Resilient Web Design (Jeremy Keith)
- Especially Materials and Languages
- Introduction to HTML (MDN)
- Especially HTML text fundamentals, Creating hyperlinks, Document and website structure, and Debugging HTML
- HTML: A good basis for accessibility (MDN)
- CSS building blocks (MDN)
- Especially Cascade and inheritance, CSS selectors, The box model, and CSS values and units
- Styling text (MDN)
- Especially Fundamental text and font styling, Styling links, and Web fonts
- CSS layout (MDN)
- Especially Normal flow, Flexbox, Responsive design, and Beginner’s guide to media queries
- CSS and JavaScript accessibility (MDN)
- HTML Source Order When There’s No CSS (Layout Land)
- Why is CSS So Weird? (Mozilla Developer)

Development Workflow

- How to Write a Git Commit Message (Chris Beams)
- Closing issues using keywords (GitHub)
- Development Process (Human Made)
- Syncing a fork (GitHub)

Understanding the GitHub flow (GitHub)

Work in Process

Floe Project - Michelle
CSS Specificity and why you shouldn't use !important - Ned

CSS Layout - Ned

Complete

sass 7-1 pattern
straight and curly quotes
time tag
The figure element
Kanban

Tech is Changing our Cities and our Government Doesn't Know
Uber Has Been Quietly Assembling One of the Most Impressive Open Source Deep Learning Stacks in the Market
How Algorithmic Bias Hurts People With Disabilities
The seven rules of a great Git commit message - Ned
Smarter government or data-driven disaster: the algorithms helping control local communities
Preferences for Global Access - Michelle
Git Tips and Tricks - Ned
Co-design Video - Michelle
Techniques for Interpretable Machine Learning
Conventional Commits - Ned
WordPress API Tutorial
How to Write a Git Commit Message (Chris Beams)
vue/html-indent
Resilient Web Design (Jeremy Keith)

• Especially Materials and Languages.